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A
TRADE MARK

MORRIS MOTORS LIMITED
Chairman : LORD NUFFIELD
Managing Director : L. P. LORD

COWLEY .. OXFORD.. ENGLAND
Buy British and be Proud of it

AN INTRODUCTION
T;, TO CARS BUILT BY

BY APPOINTMENT

SPfCIALISATION







X-I HE best cars have always been produced by

Specialisation, but at a prohibitive cost. Now Morris

brings you the same precision manufacture at a

reasonable price.
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hat 'Specialisation
means to you ...

LORD NUFFIELD EXPLAINS HIS POLICY OF SPECIALISED PRODUCTION

When I first conceived the idea of Specialisation in connection

with Morris cars I was told that it was a wonderful ideal,

but a practical impossibility unless I doubled the price of

every model. The sceptics were, however, reckoning without

the vast resources that lie behind Morris cars.

Specialisation on a small scale would undoubtedly mean a

tremendous increase in overhead expenses. But helped by

the enormous Morris sales ; by the sustained, calculable

demand ; by an organisation and facilities unrivalled in the

British motor industry, we have been able to achieve some-

thing that would be an impossibility for other manufacturers.

In the course of industrial progress, mass-production has

played an invaluable part. But to-day the public rightly

expect precision workmanship.

We of Morris can proudly claim to be the first to offer

precision-made cars at reasonable prices. We have spent

a great deal of money putting Specialisation gradually into

practice during the last twelve months ; but already results

have proved the expenditure amply justified. The servicing

costs on last year's Morris cars have been the lowest on

record—even lower than I myself had dared to hope. And

in placing before you the 1935 Morris range, I confidently

predict that these cars will mark the beginning of a new,

more reliable, more satisfying era in the history of motoring.
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T has been left to Morris . . . a British firm

with British capital and British labour, to give the

lead to the rest of the world . . . We have gone

another step ahead in introducing Specialisation.

Buy British and e Proud of it



... ... £215
£220
£265

£350
£370
£370

... ... £165

... ... £ 169 10s.

... ... £169 IOs.

... ... £175
Head) ... ... £200

THE MORRIS TEN SIX SALOON (Sliding Head) ... ...

TWO-SEATER ... ... ... .. ... £180 SPECIAL COUPE (Sliding Head) ...

TOURER ... ... ... ... £184
SALOON (Fixed Head) ... ... ... £184 THE MORRIS TWENTY-FIVE
SALOON (Sliding Head) ... ... £189 JOs. TOURER ...
SPECIAL COUPE (Sliding Head) ... ... £215 SALOON (Sliding Head) ...
SPECIAL SPORTS TOURER ... ... ... £230 SPECIAL COUPE (Sliding Head)

THE MORRIS ISIS EIGHTEEN

TOURER

£385
£395
£395

THE MORRIS TEN FOUR

TWO-SEATER ... ...
TOURER ... ...
SALOON (Fixed Head)
SALOON (Sliding Head)
SPECIAL COUPE (Sliding

THE MORRIS OXFORD SIXTEEN AND TWENTY

SALOON (Sliding Head) ... ... £285
SPECIAL COUPE (Sliding Head) ... ... £305

Spccialisation alone Inahes 0,VSihle
I&se New Morris Models .0.

PRICES

THE-NEW MORRIS EIGHT

TWO-SEATER ... ... ... ... £118
TOURER ... ... ... £120
TWO-DOOR SALOON (Fixed Head) £120
FOUR-DOOR SALOON (Fixed Head) ... £130

Extra for bumpers and Trofcators on above models £2 iOs.

TWO-DOOR SALOON (Sliding Head) £132 10s.
FOUR-DOOR SALOON (Sliding Head) £142 10s.

THE MORRIS TWELVE FOUR

SALOON (Fixed Head) ...
SALOON (Sliding Head) ...

THE MORRIS FIFTEEN SIX

SALOON (Fixed Head) ...
SALOON (Sliding Head) ...
SPECIAL COUPE (Sliding Head)

L195
... £199 10s.

For full particulars and prices of Vans, Motor Houses, Marine Engines and Industrial Engines see separate catalogues.
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EWARE of Gadgets and so-called Mechanical

I mprovements . . . Morris have first choice of all

i mportant new inventions, but only after very careful

testing do we incorporate anything on our cars. The

last few years have seen many new-fashioned selling

features that are liable to prove worthless in a few

years' time. Morris are continually spending large

sums of money in developing and experimenting, and

no invention is overlooked which could benefit

customers or improve our products.



a word on

Special Morris
Here are a few examples of Morris modernity. From stem to stern, every Morris car is up-to-the-minute in design. No worth-white detail is
omitted from Morris specifications. The best safety features ... the best easy-driving features ... the best comfort features ... Morris has them ail

Reinforced Coachbuilt Bodies. All Morris
bodies are coachbuilt and reinforced with steel
facings, thus combining the best features of
the coachbuilder's craft and steel bodywork
technique, retaining the advantages of both
without their individual disadvantages.

Durable Fabrics. All materials used in the
production of Morris cars are tested for
quality in special ageing machines CO ensure
their complete suitability.

Rubber-backed Carpets. All carpets on
Morris cars have a rubber layer between the
pile and the backing in which each individual
fibre is thoroughly embedded. This positively
prevents draughts, fraying, and ensures maxi-
mum wearing qualities.

Rollsvisor. All Morris closed models except
the Eight are fitted with easily controlled anti-
glare visors of the roller blind type, which can
instantly be adjusted to suit the requirements
of the driver.

Rear Blinds with Remote Control. All
Morris closed models are fitted with concealed
rear blinds with remote control actuated by
the driver.

Electric Windscreen Wipers. All Morris cars
are equipped with electric windscreen wipers.

Adjustable Windscreens. All Morris closed
models are fitted with windscreens opening
from the bottom and provided with infinitely
variable adjustment.

Cellulose Finish. Only cellulose lacquers of
the highest quality are used on Morris cars,
and unusual care is employed in their selection
and application. The coachwork on Morris
cars therefore possesses exceptionally high
finish and unquestioned durability.

Sliding Heads. All Morris closed models
can be obtained with sliding heads of the
easily operated and thoroughly proved Pytchley
type.

Chromium Finish. All internal and external
bright parts on Morris cars are treated with
chromium finish to our own specification,
ensuring long life and the minimum of labour
in cleaning.

Controlled Semi-elliptic Springs. All
Morris cars are fitted with long semi-elliptic
springs front and rear, controlled by hydraulic
shock absorbers with improved cold weather
automatic control.

Sturdy Frames. All Morris cars, with the
exception of the Eight, which has a special
form of box frame, are provided with particu-
larly deep frames having sturdy cross members
of " X " formation.

Safety. Good brakes are an essential for road
safety. All Morris cars are equipped with fully
compensated Lockheed hydraulic brakes, which
not only provide the maximum possible retard-
ing effect, but the lightest actuation, smallest
service attention, and longest effective life.

Driving Ease. All Morris cars are fitted with
Bishop cam steering, giving delightful steering
lightness associated with absolute accuracy of
control.

Easy Gear Changing. All Morris cars are
fitted with gearboxes having synchromesh
mechanism to ensure easy and quiet gear
changes. The Morris Sixteen and larger
models are provided in addition with a con-
trollable free wheel which further simplifies
gear changing.

Automatic Ignition Control. All Morris
models are fitted with automatic advance and
retard control; that on the Morris Eight and
Morris Oxford Sixteen and Twenty is fully
automatic, on the remaining models it is semi-
automatic.

Right-hand Accelerator Pedals. All 1935
Morris cars, with the exception of the Eighteen
and Twenty-five, are fitted with right-hand
accelerator pedals.

Direction Indicators. All 1935 Morris cars
are fitted with concealed traffic indicators,
with the exception of some of the open models
which have them fitted to the windscreen
pillar. From the Morris Oxford upwards the
Trafficators are provided with an automatic
cancelling switch.

Safety Battery Master Switch. All Morris
models, with the exception of the Morris
Eight, are provided with a safety battery master
switch which provides an effective method of
dealing with electrical fires.

Cushion Drives. All Morris cars are fitted
with single-plate clutches having a cushioned
hub on the driven plate, thus ensuring perfectly
smooth clutch action at all times.

Smoothness. Exceptional care is taken in
balancing all the components on Morris engines;
this, coupled with their sturdy construction,
ensures very smooth running at all speeds with
a notable absence of vibration periods.

Power. Advanced design and improved
manufacturing methods ensure that all Morris
engines develop the highest possible sustained
output.

No Fumes. All Morris engines, with the
exception of the Eight, are fitted with fume
consuming air cleaner heads which burn up
all the objectionable fumes usually discharged
into the body.

Finger-tip Controls. On all the Morris
models the more frequently used controls are
conveniently placed on the steering column or
steering wheel, where they are readily to hand
when required.

Real Leather Upholstery. With the ex-
ception of the very cheapest models, all
Morris tars have the finest leather upholstery
—no split hides are used.

Compensated Voltage Control. All Morris
models from the Twelve Four upwards are
fitted with compensated voltage control,
which automatically regulates the dynamo
output to suit the exact requirements of the
electrical equipment.

Stabilising Bumpers. All Morris cars from
the Ten Six upwards are fitted with front
bumpers of the stabilising type which damp
out all periodic vibrations arising from road
unevenness.

Draughtless Ventilating Windows. The
larger saloon models, from the Twelve Four
upwards, are fitted with anti-draught ventilat-
ing windows to the front doors.

Single-pedal Control with Automatic
Clutch Actuation. The Morris Oxford Sixteen
and larger models are fitted as standard with
Bendix Automatic Clutch Control, which
enables these cars to be driven entirely by
si mple actuation of the accelerator pedal, and
which, in conjunction with the free wheel,
renders gear changing a ridiculously simple
operation.
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Bumpers and Trafficators extra f2 10s.

FOUR - DO OR
SALOON .. E142

(Sliding Head)

TWO - DOOR
SALOON ..

(Sliding
.. £132 los.

Head)

.. £130
(Fixed Head)

FOUR - DOOR
SALOON ..

n entirely new 'EIGHT'

P RICES

0

TWO - SEATER ..
Bumpers and Trafficators extra 42 10s.

TOURER .. .. £120
Bumpers and Trafficators extra L2 10s.

TWO-DOOR
SALOON .. .. £120

(Fixed Head)
Bumpers and Trafficators extra 42 10s.

THE NEW MORRIS EIGHT
Here is one of the most striking products of Morris Specialisation—an entirely new model in which the influence of the specialist
is splendidly evidenced. Never has so much sturdy power been found in so diminutive an engine. Never has so much
comfortable roominess been available on a car of this rating. Here is a small car built in the best big-car traditions. It is light
—inexpensive—economical—but a real motorcar ! You will soon see the difference when you run a careful eye over the details.
Instead of the transverse front springing so often found on " baby " cars, the Morris Eight has semi-elliptic front springs. Instead
of mechanised brakes, the Morris Eight has fully compensated Lockheed hydraulics. Instead of a diminutive dynamo it has one

in. in diameter which is fully up to its job. And so it is with every other detail. This new Morris Eight gives you big-car
stability—big-car safety—big-car performance—big-car equipment—and very nearly big-car comfort. A worthy addition to the
Morris range !

GENERAL EQUIPMENT. Concealed direction indicators ; Lockheed hydraulic brakes ; pile carpets ; gearbox draught excluder ; speedometer :
oil gauge ; S.U. electric pressure petrol pump ; dash-reading electric petrol gauge ; electric windscreen wiper ; licence holder : pressure chassis
lubricating pump ; electric horn ; electric lighting and starting ; headlamps with dimming mechanism ; sidelamps ; hydraulic shock absorbers ; door
pockets ; five detachable Magna type wire wheels ; five Dunlop cord tyres ; spare wheel carrier ; tyre pump ; kit of tools ; spare tin of oil.

THE MORRIS EIGHT 4-DOOR SALOON (Fixed Head)
Coachwork. Black cellulose with red Karhyde upholstery ;
Red/Black cellulose with red Karhyde upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.
Additional Equipment. Single-panel adjustable windscreen with

toughened Triplex glass, winding door-windows, interior driving mirror,
Trafficator mirrors, concealed rear blind with remote control, private
locks to doors, bucket type front seat, sliding driver's seat, adjustable
tip-up passenger's seat.

THE MORRIS EIGHT 4-DOOR SALOON (Sliding Head)
Coachwork. Blue/Black cellulose with blue leather upholstery ;
Green/Black cellulose with green leather upholstery ; Red/Black
cellulose with red leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.

Additional Equipment. Pytchley sliding head, single-panel adjustable
windscreen and winding door-windows with Triplex toughened glass,
interior driving mirror, Trafficator mirrors, concealed rear blind with
remote control, private locks to doors, bucket type front seat, sliding
driver's seat, adjustable tip-up passenger's seat, luggage grid.

I0
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wilh exce 11ional iody-s ce....

THE MORRIS EIGHT 4-DOOR SALOON (Sliding Head)
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THE MORRIS EIGHT TWO-SEATER

Coachwork. Green cellulose with green Karhyde

upholstery ; Black cellulose with green Karhyde upholstery ;

Red cellulose with red Karhyde upholstery.

Additional Equipment. Folding toughened Triplex glass

windscreen, hood, hood bag, detachable sidescreens, ex-

terior driving mirror, adjustable seat.

THE MORRIS EIGHT TOURER

Coachwork. Green cellulose with green Karhyde

upholstery ; Black cellulose with green Karhyde upholstery ;

Red cellulose with red Karhyde upholstery.

Additional Equipment. Folding toughened Triplex glass

windscreen, hood, hood bag, detachable sidescreens, exterior

driving mirror, adjustable hinged bucket seats, pneumatic

rear seat,

THE MORRIS EIGHT 2-DOOR SALOON (Sliding Head)
Coachwork. Blue, Black cellulose with blue leather upholstery ; Green/Black
cellulose with green leather ; Red; Black cellulose with red leather.
Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.
Additional Equipment. Pytchley sliding head, single-panel adjustable wind-
screen and winding door- and quarter-windows with toughened Triplex glass,
interior driving mirror, Trafficator mirrors, concealed rear blind with remote
control ; bucket type front seats, sliding driver's seat, passenger's
seat tip-up adjustable, private locks to doors, luggage grid.

THE MORRIS EIGHT 2-DOOR SALOON (Fixed Head) .
Coachwork. Black cellulose with red Karhyde upholstery ;
Red Black cellulose with red Karhyde upholstery.
Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.
Additional Equipment. Single-panel adjustable windscreen
with toughened Triplex glass, winding door- and quarter-windows,
interior driving mirror, Trafficator mirrors, concealed rear blind
with remote control, bucket type front seats, sliding driver's seat,
passenger's seat tip-up adjustable, private locks to doors.

I?





THE MORRIS TEN FOUR TWO-SEATER

Coachwork. Green cellulose with green leather upholstery ;

Black cellulose with green leather upholstery ; Red cellulose

with red leather upholstery. (Karhyde on dickey seat.)

Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.

Additional Equipment. Hood, hood bag, bumpers front

and rear, double-panel adjustable windscreen, detachable side-

screens, adjustable single-piece seat, external driving mirror.

THE MORRIS TEN FOUR TOURER

Coachwork. Green cellulose with green leather upholstery ;

Black cellulose with green leather upholstery ; Red cellulose

with red leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.

Additional Equipment. Hood, hood bag, bumpers front and

rear, double-panel adjustable windscreen, detachable side-

screens, external driving mirror, single-piece adjustable front

seat, luggage grid.

THE MORRIS TEN FOUR SALOON (Fixed Head)

Coachwork. Blue cellulose with blue leather upholstery ; Green/

Black cellulose with green leather upholstery ; Black cellulose

with green leather upholstery ; Red/Black cellulose with red

leather upholstery,

I nterior Woodwork. Polished mahogany, metal facia board.

Additional Equipment. Single-panel adjustable windscreen,

winding door-windows, interior driving mirror, Trafficator mirrors,

concealed rear blind with remote control, private locks to doors,

bucket type adjustable front seats, roof-lamp, driver's sun blind,

parcel net.
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Coachwork. Blue cellulose with
blue leather upholstery ; Green/
Black cellulose with green
leather upholstery ; Black
cellulose with green leather
upholstery ; Red:Black cellulose
with red leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Polished
mahogany, metal facia board.

Additional Equipment.
Pytchley sliding head, bumpers
front and rear, single-panel
adjustable windscreen, winding
door-windows, interior driving
mirror, Trafficator mirrors,
concealed rear blind with remote
control, private locks to doors,
bucket type adjustable front
seats, luggage grid, roof-lamp,
driver's sun blind.

THE MORRIS TEN FOUR SALOON (Sliding Head)

THE MORRIS TEN FOUR SPECIAL COUPE (Sliding Head)

Coachwork. Green duotone cellulose

with green leather upholstery ; Brown

duotone cellulose with brown leather

upholstery ; Cream(Green cellulose with

green leather upholstery ; All Black

cellulose with brown leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Figured walnut,

semi-matt finish.

Additional Equipment. Pytchley sliding

head, bumpers front and rear, single-
panel adjustable windscreen, winding

door-windows interior driving mirror,
Trafficator mirrors, rear blind with

remote control, arc silk pillar pull cords,

private locks on doors, bucket type

adjustable front seats, pneumatic cushion

to rear seat. inbuilt luggage container,

roof-lamp, driver's sun blind.
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Coachwork. Green duotone
cellulose with green leather
upholstery ; Brown duotone
cellulose with brown leather
upholstery ; Cream Green cellu-
lose with green leather uphol-
stery ; All Black cellulose with
brown leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Figured
walnut, semi-matt finish.

Additional Equipment. Pytchley
sliding head, bumpers front and
rear, single - panel adjustable
windscreen, winding door-
windows, interior driving mirror,
Trafficator mirrors, rear blind
with remote control, art silk
pillar pull cords, private locks on
doors,bucket type adjustable front
seats, pneumatic cushion to rear
seat, inbuilt luggage container,
roof-lamp, metal spare wheel
cover, driver's sun blind.

THE MORRIS TEN SIX SALOON (Sliding Head)

Coachwork. Blue cellulose with blue leather

upholstery ; Green/Black cellulose with green

leather upholstery ; Black cellulose with green

leather upholstery ; Red/Black cellulose with red

leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.

Additional Equipment. Pytchley

sliding head, single-panel adjustable

windscreen, winding door-windows,

interior driving mirror, Trafficator

mirrors, concealed rear blind with

remote control, pillar pull cords,

private locks on doors, adjustable

bucket type front seats, roof-lamp,

metal spare wheel cover, driver's

sun blind, luggage grid, bumpers

front and rear.

THE MORRIS TEN SIX SPECIAL COUPS (Sliding Head)

18



Chassis price LIM 10s.

cn-six Special qua

andcozkriaZei
THE MORRIS TEN SIX SPECIAL
The Morris Ten Six Special is a full four-seated touring car w;th extremely
attractive sporting lines in which comfort has not been disregarded in the
quest for speed.

Every engine of the Morris Ten Six Special is a precision job, individually tuned
to give the very best road performance, and possesses such important speed
features as twin S.U. carburetters with special manifolding, high-lift camshaft,
over-size exhaust pipe and Burgess straight-through silencer.
It has the same generous specification as the standard Morris Ten Six with
the addition of special Lucas Biflex dipping headlamps with chromium finish,
mounted on a special triangulated anti-vibration support ; twin tuned horns ;
single-panel Triplex glass windscreen which can be folded flat on the scuttle ;
combined revolution counter and speedometer ; radiator thermometer ; spring-

spoked steering wheel ; lamp and radiator stoneguards, and mechanic's grip.
The Morris Ten Six Special is offered in a particularly attractive range of
cellulose finishes with leather upholstery to match.

General Equipment. Triplex glass windscreen ; finger-tip controls for ignition, lamps
and horn ; Lockheed hydraulic brakes ; pile carpets ; pedal rubbers ; gearbox draught
excluder ; pedal draught excluders ; combined speedometer and revolution counter ; oil
gauge ; S.U. electric pressure petrol pump ; dash-reading electric petrol gauge ; electric
windscreen wiper ; licence holder ;  pressure chassis lubricating pump ; two high-
frequency electric horns ; electric lighting and starting ; stop and tail-light ; headlamps
with dip and switch mechanism ; sidelamps ; battery master switch ; hydraulic shock
absorbers ; door pockets ; five detachable Magna type wire wheels ; five Dunlop cord
tyres ; spare wheel carrier ; jack ; tyre pump ; kit of tools ; spare tin of oil.

Coachwork. Black cellulose with red leather upholstery ; Saxe Blue and Oxford Blue
cellulose with blue leather upholstery ; Cream and Green cellulose with green leather
upholstery ; Scarlet and Black cellulose with red leather upholstery ; Green duotone
cellulose with green leather upholstery.

19



PRICES
•

SALOON £195
(Fixed Head)

SALOON .. 1 99 los.
(Sliding Head)

iorrisTwcive-four... a auk /0 ?recision
Hainladure maie fossa iff Specialisation..

The claim that a " four " is as smooth as a " six " has been idly and far too often made. Suffice it to say of this

Morris Twelve Four that it is smoother than you ever thought a " four " could be. As you put down your foot

and the car glides eagerly forward, you are hardly conscious of the source of power. The car seems wafted rather

than propelled. You wait in vain for the slightest tremor or throb. Only engine specialists could have made

such an engine.

And Specialisation has left its mark on every other detail of this Morris Twelve Four ; on the chassis—so well

balanced and suspended that rough roads pass unnoticed ; on the coachwork—fashioned and finished like a work

of art. This one model alone is enough to prove the case for Specialisation.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT. Toughened Triplex glass throughout ; draughtless ventilation mechanism to front door-windows ;

driver's sun blind ; finger-tip controls for ignition, lamps and horn ; concealed direction indicators ; Lockheed hydraulic brakes ;

adjustable single-panel windscreen ; pile carpets ; pedal rubbers ; right-hand accelerator pedal ; gearbox draught excluders ; pedal

draught excluders ; winding door-windows ; interior driving mirror ; Trafficator mirrors ; concealed rear blind with remote control ;

art silk pillar pull cords ; private Itcks on doors ; speedometer ; oil gauge ; electric pressure petrol pump ; dash-reading electric

petrol gauge ; electric windscreen wiper ; licence holder ; pressure chassis lubricating pump ; calormeter and wings ; high-frequency

electric horn ; electric lighting and starting ; compensated voltage control ; stop and tail-light ; headlamps with dip and switch

mechanism ; sidelamps ; roof-lamp battery master switch ; scuttle side ventilators ; hydraulic shock absorbers ; door pockets ; five

detachable Magna type wire wheels five Dunlop cord tyres ; spare wheel carrier ; lack ; tyre pump ; kit of tools ; spare tin of oil.
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Coachwork. Blue cellulose with blue leather

upholstery ; Green/Black cellulose with green

leather upholstery ; Black cellulose with green

leather upholstery Red/Black cellulose with red

leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.

Additional Equipment. Parcel net, bumpers

front and rear, luggage grid.

Coachwork. Blue cellulose with blue leather

upholstery ; Green/Black cellulose with green

leather upholstery ; Black cellulose with green

leather upholstery ; Red/Black cellulose with red

leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.

Additional Equipment. Pytchley sliding head,

bumpers front and rear, luggage grid.

i k

THE MORRIS TWELVE FOUR SALOON (Fixed Head)

r14

THE MORRIS TWELVE FOUR SALOON (S!iding Head)
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P RICES

•

SALOON .. £215
(Fixed Head)

SALOON £220
(Sliding Head)

SPECIAL COUPE £265
(Sliding Head)

orris Fifteen-six ...an affrdiay

pimi six wig an exmplimi pe,riormanm...

Thls model is what the experienced motorist would call a " handy " car—for its excellent power/weight ratio

makes it really lively and delightful to drive. Though a roomy, dignified car, it weaves a nimble way through

traffic. Yet get this car on a wide, straight stretch and It soon shows that flexibility is not its only good

quality. This Fifteen Six is the car for the man who travels far and often ; who thinks of his friends as neighbours

if they live within a hundred miles. It is no small credit to Specialisation that such a car can be offered at so

moderate a price.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT. Toughened Triplex glass throughout ; driver's sun blind ; thermostatic temperature control for cooling

water ; finger-tip controls for ignition, lamps and horn ; concealed direction indicators ; Lockheed hydraulic brakes ; adjustable

single-panel windscreen ; pile carpets ; pedal rubbers ; gearbox draught excluders ; pedal draught excluders ; winding door-

windows ; interior driving mirror ; Trafficator mirrors; concealed rear_blind with remote control; art silk pillar pull cords ; private

locks on doors ; speedometer ; oil gauge ; S.U. electric pressure petrol pump ; dash-reading electric petrol gauge ; electric wind-

screen wiper ; licence holder ; pressure chassis lubricating pump ; calormeter and wings ; high-frequency electric horn ; electric

lighting and starting ; compensated voltage control ; stop and tail-light ; headlamps with dip and switch mechanism ; sidelamps ; roof-

lamp ; battery master switch ; scuttle side ventilators ; hydraulic shock absorbers ; door pockets ; five detachable Magna type wire

wheels ; five Dunlop cord tyres ; spare wheel carrier ; metal spare wheel cover : jack ; tyre pump ; kit of tools ; spare tin of oil.
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THE MORRIS FIFTEEN SIX SALOON
(Fixed Head)

Coachwork. Blue cellulose with blue leather upholstery

Green/Black cellulose with green leather upholstery ; Blac

cellulose with green leather upholstery ; Red/Black cellulose

with red leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Polished mahogany.

Additional Equipment. Bumpers front and rear, luggage grid,

metal spare wheel cover, draughtless ventilation mechanism to

front door-windows, frameless louvres.

I
THE MORRIS FIFTEEN SIX SALOON
(Sliding Head)
Coachwork. Blue cellulose with blue leather upholstery ;

Green/Black cellulose with green leather upholstery ; Black

cellulose with green leather upholstery ; Red/Black cellulose

with red leather upholstery.

Additional Equipment. Pytchley sliding head, bumpers front

and rear, luggage grid, metal spare wheel cover, draughtless

ventilation mechanism to front door-windows.

THE MORRIS FIFTEEN SIX SPECIAL COUPE
(Sliding Head)

Coachwork. Green duotone cellulose with green leather

upholstery ; Brown duotone cellulose with brown leather up-
holstery ; Cream/'Green cellulose with green leather
upholstery ; All Black cellulose with brawn leather
upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Burr walnut.

V Additional Equipment. Pneumatic cushion to rear seat,

,seatreartoarm-restarm-centrencegnioldf,dheangiidlsyle

three ashtrays, inbuilt luggage container. ventilating windows

Pytchley 

in doors, bumpers front and rear, metal spare wheel cover.
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P R I C E S

•

SALOON .. £285
(Sliding Head)

SPECIAL COUPE £305
(Sliding Head)

Choice of either the 16 h.p.
or 20 h.p. engine is given at
these prices.

Morris Oxford'Sixteen and Twenty'

Spf'CI1lISa1ion's supreme acAieiemerrf.....

The most attractive models in the Morris range, the Morris Oxfords give perhaps the most striking proof of the

superiority of Specialised production. These are the kind of cars that discerning people pause to admire.

Specialisation has given these cars a degree of comfort, fleetness, and smoothness comparable only with the

most costly cars of the day. Ensconced in one of their superbly appointed interiors, you feel at once a sense of

security and well-being. The controls fall so readily to hand that the driver is just as much at ease as are his

passengers. So smooth are these big Morris " Sixes "' that speed is at last divorced from sensation of speed.

So smooth and progressive are the powerful brakes that emergencies seem to eliminate themselves. To travel

in one of these cars is to travel with none of motoring's usual worry and flurry. They are cars that stand for

all that is best in design, technique and craftsmanship ; cars that would cost four-figure sums were it not for

Morris Specialisation.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT. Toughened Triplex glass throughout;; Pytchley sliding head ; roof wired for radio: finger-tip controls for
lamps and horn ; fully automatic ignition control ; thermostatic ciontrol for cooling water circulation ; thermostatic mixture control ;
direction indicators with automatic release switch Lockheed hydraulic brakes ; single-panel adjustable windscreen ; adjustable bucket
front seats ; pile carpets ; concealed rear blind with remote control ; driver's sun blind ; interior driving mirror ; Trafficator mirrors ;
pedal rubbers ; gearbox draught excluders ; pedal draught excluders ; speedometer with trip ; oil gauge ; dash-reading electric petrol
gauge ; two-bladed electric windscreen wiper : licence holder ; pressure chassis lubricating pump ; calormeter and wings ; bumpers
front and rear ; high-frequency electric horn ; electric lighting arr d starting ; compensated voltage control ; free wheel with locking
control ; automatic clutch with control ; fog-lamp : stop, tail and reverse lamp ; battery master switch ; S.U. electric pressure petrol
pump ; Luvax hydraulic shock absorbers ; Lucas Biflex headlamps with dip and switch mechanism ; sidelamps ; roof-lamp ; pillar pull
cords ; private locks on doors ; scuttle side ventilators ; doorr pockets : spare wheel carrier ; metal spare wheel cover ; jack
tyre pump ; kit of tools ; spare tin of oil ; five detachable Magma type wire wheels ; five Dunlop cord tyres.
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Coachwork. Blue/Black cellulose with blue

leather upholstery ; Red:Black cellulose with red

leather upholstery : Green;Black cellulose with

green leather upholstery ; All Black cellulose with

brown leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Burr walnut, semi-matt

finish.

Additional Equipment. Luggage grid, two

head-rest cushions, folding centre arm-rest to

rear seat, pneumatic cushion to rear seat, three

ashtrays, blinds to quarter windows, winding

door-windows with draughtless ventilation mech-

anism to front door-windows, frameless louvres.

THE MORRIS OXFORD SIXTEEN AND TWENTY SALOON (Sliding Head)

THE MORRIS OXFORD SIXTEEN AND TWENTY SPECIAL COUPE (Sliding Head)

Coachwork. Green duotone cellulose with green

leather upholstery ; Brown duotone cellulose

with brown leather upholstery ; Cream/Green

cellulose with green leather upholstery ; All

Black cellulose with brown leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Burr walnut.

Additional Equipment. Pneumatic cushion to

rear seat, folding centre arm-rest to rear seat,

inbuilt luggage container, three ashtrays, ventil-

ating windows, winding door-windows.
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THE MORRIS ISIS TOURER

Coachwork. Black or Brown cellulose with

brown leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Burr walnut.

Additional Equipment. Hood, hood bag,

detachable sidescreens, external driving mirror,

luggage grid, electric petrol pump, five detachable

Magna type wire wheels, five Dunlop cord tyres.

THE MORRIS ISIS SALOON
(Sliding Head)

Coachwork. Blue Black cellulose with blue leather uphol-
stery ; Brown duotone cellulose with brown leather upholstery ;
Green /Black cellulose with green leather upholstery ; All Black
cellulose with brown leather upholstery.

interior Woodwork. Burr walnut.

Additional Equipment. Concealed rear blind with remote
control, blinds in rear quarter-lights, winding door- and
quarter-light windows, frameless louvres, luggage grid, interior
driving mirror, Trafficator mirrors, interior visor, pillar pull
cords, Pytchley sliding head, single front seat with folding centre
arm-rest, rear seat with folding centre arm-rest and folding
foot-rest for rear passengers, occasional table, two head-rest
cushions, private locks on doors, four ashtrays, roof-lamp, S.U.
electric pressure petrol pump, five detachable Magna type
wire wheels, five Dunlop cord tyres.

THE MORRIS ISIS SPECIAL COUPE
(Sliding Head)

Coachwork. Green duotone cellulose with green leather
upholstery ; Brown duotone cellulose with brown leather up-
holstery ; Cream/Green cellulose with green leather upholstery ;
All Black cellulose with brown leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Burr walnut.

Additional Equipment. Pneumatic cushion to rear seat, folding
centre arm-rest to rear seat, concealed rear blind with remote
control, winding door-windows, ventilating windows, inbuilt
luggage container, interior visor, interior driving mirror, Trafficator
mirrors, Pytchley sliding head, pillar pull cords, adjustable bucket
type front seats, private locks on doors, four ashtrays, roof-lamp,
electric petrol pump, six detachable Magna type wire wheels, five
Dunlop cord tyres, foglamp.
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Coachwork. Black or Brown cellulose with brown

leather upholstery.

Additional Equipment. Hood, hood bag, detachable

sidescreens, external driving mirror, luggage grid,

Autovac, six detachable Magna type wire wheels, six

Dunlop cord tyres, twin foglamps.

THE MORRIS TWENTY-FIVE SALOON (Sliding Head)
Coachwork. Blue/Black cellulose with blue leather uphol-
stery ; Brown duotone cellulose with brown leather
upholstery ; Green/Black cellulose with green leather
upholstery; All Black cellulose with brown leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Burr walnut.

Additional Equipment. Concealed rear blind with remote
control, blinds in rear quarter-lights, winding door-windows
and quarter-light windows, frameless window louvres,
luggage grid, interior visor, interior driving mirror,
Trafficator mirrors, pillar pull cords, Pytchley sliding head,
single front seat with folding centre arm-rest and folding
foot-rest for rear passengers, rear seat with folding centre
arm-rest, occasional table, two head-rest cushions, private
locks on doors, four ashtrays, roof-lamp, Autovac, six
detachable Magna type wire wheels, six Dunlop cord tyres,
twin foglamps.

THE MORRIS TWENTY-FIVE SPECIAL COUPE
(Sliding Head)

Coachwork. Green duotone cellulose with green
leather upholstery; Brown duotone cellulose with brown
leather upholstery ; Cream/Green cellulose with green
leather upholstery ; All Black cellulose with brown
leather upholstery.

Interior Woodwork. Burr walnut.

Additional Equipment. Pneumatic cushion to rear
seat, folding centre arm-rest to rear seat, concealed rear
blind with remote control, winding door-windows,
ventilating windows, inbuilt luggage container, interior
visor, interior driving mirror, Trafficator mirrors, Pytchley
sliding head, pillar pull cords, adjustable bucket type
front seats, private locks on doors, four ashtrays. roof-
lamp, Autovac, six detachable Magna type wire wheels,
six Dunlop cord tyres, twin foglamps.
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THE MORRIS EIGHT
General. The Morris Eight does not differ in general design from a big car.  It possesses a
sound and exceptionally efficient four-cylinder water-cooled engine built in unit construction
with a totally enclosed three-speed synchromesh gearbox, a full length downswept box
sectioned frame of special design with semi-elliptic springs front and rear of generous
dimensions, hydraulic shock absorbers, hydraulic brakes, and a rear axle of the three-quarter
floating type with spiral bevel final reduction gears and differential. The transmission from
the gearbox to the rear axle is by a large diameter tubular propeller shaft and fabric universal
joints with centring steadies. The track is 3 ft. 9 in. (1.14 m.) and the wheelbase 7 ft. 6 in.
(2.29 m.).

Engine. The four-cylinder engine has a bore of 57 mm. (2.25 in.), stroke 90 mm. (3.54 in.),
and a cubic capacity of 918 c.c. (56.7 cu. in.). Tax £8 (1935 tax £6).
It is mounted on improved equipoise suspension. The cylinders are cast in one with the upper
half of the crankcase, which is extended well below the crankshaft centre to ensure maximum
stiffness. The cylinders are provided with a detachable head, facilitating decarbonisation, and
the combustion spaces are of the most advanced formation to provide the highest possible
efficiency. Side valves operated by adjustable tappets from a three-bearing camshaft of unusually
generous diameter are fitted, and the camshaft is driven by a silent duplex roller chain from
the crankshaft. The large diameter three-bearing crankshaft has steel backed white metal
bearings of the largest possible dimensions. Every crankshaft is carefully balanced to very
close limits, both statically and dynamically. Steel connecting rods of " I " section and
aluminium pistons of the three-ring type are fitted. The lower piston ring is of the oil-return
pattern, and piston and connecting rod assemblies are equalised in weight to within .2 oz.
(best aero engine practice). 14 mm. spark plugs are fitted.

Cooling System. The cooling water circulates by thermo-syphon action through large ports
which are carefully positioned to obviate steam pockets. The radiator is fan assisted.

Clutch. A single-plate clutch of the dry type with cushion hub is built in unit construction
with the engine and gearbox. It requires the very minimum of attention and is exceptionally
smooth in action. Operation of the clutch is particularly light and suited to lady drivers.

Synchromesh Gearbox. The gearbox provides three forward speeds and reverse with
synchromesh mechanism for top and second gears. All gears are of nickel steel and accurately
finished. Gear selection is by central lever. The gearbox is provided with an accessible oil
filling orifice and dipstick oil level indicator. Lubrication attention can therefore be given
without disturbing the floorboards.

Lubrication. The engine is automatically lubricated by a spur gear pump mounted internally
and positioned low down so that it is immune from priming troubles. The pump is driven by
helical gearing direct from the camshaft, and all oil is effectively filtered before circulation by
a large oil filter. Oil is delivered under pressure to the main, big-end and camshaft bearings,
and a special oil feed is provided for the camshaft driving chain. Enots high-pressure chassis
lubrication by accessible nipples is employed.

Carburation. The working mixture is supplied by S.U. carburetter of the automatic piston
type. The petrol supply is carried in a 5i gallon (25 litres) tank mounted at the rear of the
chassis, and the petrol is fed to the carburetter by an S.U. automatic electric pressure pump.
The inlet and exhaust manifolds are an integral casting, with adequate hot spot. Wide control
over the mixture strength is provided by a conveniently-operated control. The petrol tank
is equipped with_a dash-reading electric petrol gauge.

Transmission. The drive from the gearbox to the rear axle is by a balanced tubular pro-
peller shaft of large diameter fitted with fabric disc universal joints at each end having centring
steadies. The final drive gears are of the silent spiral bevel pattern, and are mounted with the
differential in a sturdy pressed-steel rear axle.

The Four-wheel Brakes. The foot brake operates internal-expanding shoes on all four
wheels by the Lockheed hydraulic system. The brakes are extremely light in operation, smooth
in action, and fully compensated. Their adjustment is simple and there are no bearings or
cross shafts needing lubrication attention. A centrally disposed horizontal hand brake lever
operates the steel shoes in the rear drums by a short cross shaft and cable. The hand brake is
provided with instantaneous adjustment from the driver's seat.
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Steering. The steering gear is of the Bishop cam type, which provides exceptional lightness
of steering control with extreme accuracy, and reduces the transmission of road shocks to
the steering wheel to a minimum.

Electrical Equipment. Ignition is supplied by a Lucas 6-volt battery and coil, the distributor
being provided with automatic control for advance and retard. Current for the battery and
lighting system is produced by a Lucas dynamo of exceptionally large dimensions (41 in.
diameter) which cuts in at low road speeds. The starter motor is of the sliding pinion type
and mounted direct to the flywheel housing. Full five-lamp equipment is provided, including
headlamps with dimming mechanism, sidelamps and tail-light. The electrical equipment
incorporates in addition concealed traffic indicators, ammeter, electric screen wiper, electric
horn, instrument panel illumination, and ignition warning light.

Wheels. Five detachable Magna type wire wheels fitted with 4.50-17 Dunlop cord tyres
are provided. The wheels have six-stud fixing.

Suspension. Long semi-elliptic springs are fitted front and rear and are fully controlled by
shock absorbers of the Armstrong hydraulic type with improved automatic cold weather
regulation. The front shock absorbers are mounted " outboard."

Tool Kit. A kit of tools is provided with every car and housed in an accessible toolbox on the
dash under the bonnet.

THE MORRIS TEN FOUR
General. The design consists of a four-cylinder water-cooled engine built in unit construction
with a four-speed synchromesh gearbox and single-plate clutch with cork inserts. This power
unit is mounted on a deep sectioned downswept frame with generous " X " stiffening members
on a resilient equipoise mounting which reduces engine vibrations. The frame is supported
front and rear on long semi-elliptic springs controlled by Armstrong hydraulic shock absorbers.
The track is 4 ft. 0 in. (1.22 m.) and the wheelbase 8 ft. 0 in. (2.43 m.).

Engine. The four-cylinder engine has a bore of 63.5 mm. (2.5 in.), a stroke of 102 mm. (4.0 in.)
and a cubic capacity of 1292 c.c. (78.84 cu. in.). Treasury rating 10 h.p. Tax £10 (1935 Tax
£7 10s.). The cylinders are cast in one with the skirt of the crankcase, which is extended well
below the crankshaft centre, and liberally reinforced with internal webs to provide a structure
of great strength and rigidity. The crankshaft is of the three-bearing type, with bearings of
large diameter and generous length. Every crankshaft is carefully balanced to very close
li mits. The main bearings are die-cast white metal. The steel connecting rods are equipped
with white metal big-end bearings of the full-ring type, and are individually balanced to a very
high degree of accuracy. The aluminium pistons are fitted with four rings, individually
balanced, and the complete assemblies of rods and pistons are equalised in weight to within
.2 oz. (best aero engine practice). The side-by-side valves are operated by a large diameter
three-bearing camshaft through adjustable tappets carried in removable guides. The com-
bustion chambers are completely machined to ensure equality of compression and the minimum
of carbon deposits, the cylinder head being detachable. The camshaft is driven by duplex
roller chain from the crankshaft. The induction and exhaust manifolds are cast integral and
provided with adequate hot spots. An important feature of the induction system is the
combined air preheating cover and cleaner, which also collects and consumes all fumes dis-
charged from the crankcase breather, so that they are prevented from finding their way into
the car interior.

Synchromesh Gearbox. The four-speed gearbox is provided with synchromesh mechanism
for top and third gears, which are, in addition, of the silent constant mesh type. The gearbox
is provided with an accessible filling orifice and dipstick oil level indicator.

Lubrication. A spur gear pump, mounted externally on the side of the crankcase and driven
from the camshaft by a diagonal shaft and helical gearing, supplies oil under pressure to all
main and big-end bearings, camshaft bearings and clutch. The oil is filtered before re-
circulation by a generous tray type filter covering the full area of the sump. Chassis lubrication
is by Enots high-pressure oilgun in conjunction with accessible nipples.

Cooling System. The cooling water circulates by thermo-syphon action. It is passed from
the cylinder head through two carefully positioned ports which ensure an even temperature
distribution and absence of steam pockets. The radiator is fan assisted.

Electrical Equipment. The distributor for the coil and battery ignition is driven from the
upper end of the diagonal oil pump drive shaft, and has semi-automatic advance and retard.
The dynamo is belt driven. The starter motor is of the sliding pinion type and located on the
side of the gearbox. Full five-lamp equipment is provided, including headlamps with dip and
switch mechanism, sidelamps, and tail-light with automatic stop light. All switches are
accessibly mounted on the instrument panel with the exception of the headlight dipping switch
and horn push, which are conveniently mounted in the centre of the steering wheel, and the
battery master switch which is close to the driver's seat. An easily controlled electric wind-
screen wiper ensures clear vision in bad weather, and concealed type traffic indicators are fitted,
except on the open models, where they are mounted on the screen pillar.

Carburation. An S.U. automatic piston-type carburetter with adequate control over mixture
strength supplies the mixture. The controls are conveniently situated on the facia board.

Petrol Tank. The petrol tank is mounted at the rear of the chassis and has a capacity of
6i gallons (29ik litres). Its contents are clearly indicated to the driver by an electrically-
operated dial gauge on the instrument panel. The petrol feed is by S.U. automatic electric
pressure pump.

Transmission. A cushioned hub single-plate clutch, with cork inserts, automatically fed with
oil from the engine, ensures a smooth clutch action and the minimum of attention. An open
tubular propeller shaft, carefully balanced and of large diameter, transmits the drive to the rear
axle through fabric disc universal joints with centring steadies. The final drive is by silent spiral
bevel gears and differential housed in a pressed-steel axle casing. The axle shafts are three-
quarter floating.

The Four-wheel Brakes. Fully compensated four-wheel brakes of the internally expanding
type operated by the Lockheed hydraulic system ensure the maximum braking efficiency.
Their certainty of action is maintained under all conditions as there are no bearings to wear
or need lubrication. The centrally disposed horizontal hand brake lever operates on the
rear wheels by independent mechanism, and is provided with instantaneous adjustment from
the driver's seat.

Steering. The steering gear is of the Bishop cam type, providing extremely light and safe
operation with a high degree of accurate controllability. Road shocks on the steering wheel
are particularly absent.

Controls. The accelerator pedal is located on the extreme right, and the brake pedal and
clutch pedal are positioned to provide ample clearance between the clutch pedal and the
gear lever turret.

Suspension. Long semi-elliptic springs are fitted fore and aft and are controlled by Armstrong
hydraulic shock absorbers with improved cold weather regulation.

Wheels. Five detachable Magna type wire wheels fitted with 4.75-18 Dunlop cord tyres
are provided.

Tool Kit. A kit of tools is provided with every car and housed in an accessible toolbox on
the dash under the bonnet.

THE MORRIS T N SIX
General. The design consists of a six-cylinder water-cooled engine built in unit construction
with a single-plate clutch with cork inserts, and a four-speed gearbox with synchromesh
mechanism for top and third gears. This power unit is mounted in a deep sectioned down-
swept frame with generous " X " stiffening members by a resilient equipoise mounting which
reduces engine vibrations. The chassis is supported front and rear on long semi-elliptic springs
effectively controlled by hydraulic shock absorbers. The track is 4 ft. 0 in. (1.22 m.) and the
wheelbase 8 ft. 6 in. (2.59 m.).

Engine. The six-cylinder engine has a bore of 57 mm. (2.25 in.), a stroke of 90 mm. (3.54 in.)
and a cubic capacity of 1378 c.c. (84.1 cu. in.). Treasury rating 12 h.p. Tax £12 (1935 Tax £9).
The cylinders are cast in one with the skirt of the crankcase which is extended well below
the crankshaft centre and liberally reinforced with internal webs, producing a deep girder
structure of great rigidity. The crankshaft possesses four bearings of generous dimensions
and is carefully balanced to very fine limits. The main and big-end bearings are of white metal
and of the full-ring shimless type. Steel connecting rods of " I " section, individually balanced,
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are fitted, and the complete assemblies of connecting rods and pistons are equalised in weight
to.2 oz. (best aero engine practice). The aluminium pistons possess four rings. The side-by-side
valves are actuated by adjustable tappets operated from a camshaft of large diameter which is
driven from the crankshaft by a duplex roller chain. The combustion spaces are fully machined
to ensure equality of compression and the minimum of carbon deposit. The cylinder head is
detachable to facilitate decarbonising. The tappet guides are formed in three units which
can be completely removed without disturbing any other component. The induction and
exhaust manifolds are cast integral and provided with adequate hot spots. An important
feature of the induction system is the combined air cleaning and preheating cover which also
collects and consumes all fumes discharged from the crankcase breather.

Synchromesh Gearbox. The easy change gearbox is provided with synchromesh mechanism
for top and third gears, which are, in addition, of the constant mesh silent type. The gearbox
is provided with an accessible filling orifice and a dipstick level indicator, enabling lubrication
attention to be given without disturbing the floorboards.

Lubrication. Oil is circulated under pressure by a spur gear type pump mounted externally
on the side of the crankcase, and driven from the camshaft by a diagonal drive shaft and helical
gears. The pump feeds the oil by suitable external and internal ducts to each of the main
and big-end bearings, and to the camshaft bearings and clutch. The oil is thoroughly filtered
before recirculation by a tray type filter of large size covering the whole area of the sump.
Chassis lubrication is by Enots high-pressure oilgun and accessible oil nipples.

Cooling System. The cooling water circulates by thermo-syphon action. It passes from the
cylinder head through three well-positioned ports of large dimensions which ensure even
temperature distribution and the absence of steam pockets. The radiator is fan assisted.

Electrical Equipment. The distributor for coil and battery ignition is provided with semi-
automatic advance and retard. The distributor is driven from the upper end of the oil pump
drive shaft, which is extended for the purpose. The dynamo is mounted on a cradle on the
off-side of the engine and belt driven from the crankshaft. It cuts in at low road speeds, and
is provided with simple belt adjustment. The starter motor is of the sliding pinion type.
Full five-lamp equipment, including headlamp with dip and switch mechanism, sidelamps,
tail-light with automatic stop lamp, is fitted. All switches are accessibly mounted on the
instrument panel with the exception of the headlight dipping switch and horn push, which
are conveniently mounted in the centre of the steering wheel, and the battery master switch
which is close to the driver's seat. An easily controlled electric windscreen wiper ensures a
clear vision during bad weather, and concealed type traffic indicators are fitted, except on
the open models, where they are fitted on the windscreen pillars.

Carburation. A carburetter of the S.U. automatic piston type with control over mixture
strength is fitted. The control is situated in a convenient position on the facia board, together
with the slow-running control.

Petrol Tank. The petrol tank is carried at the rear of the chassis and has a capacity of 6J
gallons (29 litres). Its contents are indicated to the driver by an electrically-operated dial
gauge on the instrument panel. The petrol is fed to the engine by an S.U. automatic electric
pressure pump.

Transmission. The clutch is of the cushioned hub single-plate cork insert type running in
oil, and is automatically fed with oil from the engine. It is exceptionally smooth in action and
requires the minimum of attention. A large diameter balanced tubular propeller shaft transmits
the power to the rear axle, and is fitted with fabric disc universal joints with centring steadies.
The final drive is through silent spiral bevel gears and differential carried in a pressed-steel
axle casing. The axle shafts are of the three-quarter floating type.

The Four-wheel Brakes. Lockheed hydraulic internal-expanding brakes are fitted to all
four wheels. They are fully compensated, smooth, light and certain in action, and maintain
their efficiency under all conditions as they have no bearings to wear or need lubrication.
The centrally disposed horizontal hand brake lever operates on the rear wheels by independent
mechanism, and is provided with instantaneous adjustment from the driver's seat.

Steering. The steering gear is of the Bishop cam type, which provides extremely light and
safe operation with accurate controllability and immunity from the transmission of road shocks
to the steering wheel.

Controls. The accelerator is situated on the extreme right, and the brake pedal and clutch
pedal are positioned to provide ample clearance between the clutch pedal and the gear lever
turret.

Suspension. Long semi-elliptic springs are fitted front and rear and are controlled by
Armstrong hydraulic shock absorbers with improved automatic cold weather regulation.

Wheels. Five detachable Magna type wire wheels fitted with 4.75-18 Dunlop cord tyres are
provided.

Tool Kit. A kit of tools is provided with every car and accessibly housed in a toolbox in the
scuttle under the bonnet.

THE MOP"" TWELVE FOUR
General. The design consists of a four-cylinder water-cooled engine with totally-enclosed
single-plate clutch having cork inserts built in unit construction with a four-speed synchromesh
gearbox. This power unit is carried in a sturdy downswept frame with generous " X "
stiffening members on a resilient equipoise mounting which greatly reduces engine vibration.
The frame is supported front and rear on long semi-elliptic springs effectively controlled by
hydraulic shock absorbers. The track is 4 ft. 0 in. (1.22 m.) and the wheelbase 8 ft. 6 in.
(2.59 m.).

Engine. The four-cylinder engine has a bore of 69.5 mm. (2.73 in.), a stroke of 102 mm.
(4.0 in.), and a cubic capacity of 1550 c.c. (94.59 Cu. in.). Treasury rating 11.9 h.p. Tax £12
(1935 Tax £9). The cylinders are cast in one with the skirt of the crankcase, which is extended
well below the crankshaft centre and liberally reinforced with internal webs, producing a
deep girder structure of great strength. The crankshaft is of the three-bearing type with
bearings of large dimensions. Every crankshaft is balanced both statically and dynamically
to very fine limits. Main and big-end bearings are of the shim-less full-ring type with white-
metal lining. Steel connecting rods of " I " section are fitted and are accurately balanced
individually, while the complete assemblies of pistons and connecting rods are equalised in
weight to within .2 oz. (best aero engine practice). The aluminium pistons are provided with
four rings. The side-by-side valves are operated by adjustable tappets actuated by a camshaft
of generous diameter driven by duplex roller chain from the crankshaft. The tappets are
carried in two guide blocks and can be removed without disturbing any other component.
The combustion chambers are completely machined to ensure equality of compression and
the minimum of carbon deposits. The induction and exhaust manifolds are cast integral and
provided with adequate hot spots. An important feature of the induction system is the
combined air preheating and cleaning cover, which also collects and consumes all fumes
discharged from the crankcase breather and prevents them entering the car.

Synchromesh Gearbox. The easy change gearbox is provided with synchromesh mechanism
for top and third gears, which are, in addition, of the constant mesh silent type. The gearbox
is provided with an accessible filling orifice and a dipstick level indicator, enabling lubrication
attention to be given without disturbing the floorboards.

Lubrication. A spur gear pump mounted externally on the side of the crankcase is driven
by a diagonal shaft through helical gearing from the camshaft, and supplies oil for a full forced
feed oiling circuit. The oil is thoroughly filtered before circulation by a large tray type gauze
filter covering the full area of the sump, and is fed under pressure to all main, big-end and
camshaft bearings, and also to the clutch. Chassis lubrication is by Enots high-pressure oilgun
and accessible oil nipples.

Cooling System. The cooling water circulates by thermo-syphon action through large water
passages, and leaves the cylinder head through two well-positioned ports which ensure an
even distribution of temperature and absence of steam pockets. The radiator is fan assisted.

Electrical Equipment. The distributor for the battery and coil ignition is provided with
semi-automatic advance and retard control. It is driven from the camshaft by an extension
of the oil pump drive spindle. The dynamo is cradle mounted on the side of the cylinder
block, belt driven, and easily detachable. It is provided with compensated voltage control
which automatically adjusts its output to the requirements of the circuit, and with simple
belt adjustment. The starter motor is of the sliding pinion type. Full five-lamp equipment
is provided, including headlights with dip and switch mechanism, sidelights, tail-light with
automatic stop light. All switches are accessibly mounted on the instrument panel, with the
exception of the headlight dipping switch and horn button, which are conveniently situated
in the centre of the steering wheel, and the battery master switch which is close to the driver's
seat. An easily controlled electric windscreen wiper ensures clear vision in bad weather, and
traffic indicators of the concealed type are fitted.
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Carburation. An S.U. carburetter of the automatic piston type with wide control over
mixture strength is fitted. The quality of the mixture and slow running are controlled from
the facia board.

Petrol Tank. The petrol tank is mounted at the rear of the chassis and has a capacity of 7i
gallons (34 litres). Its contents are indicated to the driver by an electrically-operated dial
gauge on the instrument panel. Fuel is fed to the carburetter by an automatic S.U. electric
petrol pump.

Transmission. A clutch of the cushioned hub single-plate type with cork inserts in the driven
plate, automatically fed with oil from the crankcase, provides smooth engagement with the
minimum of attention. A Spicer tubular propeller shaft, with Spicer needle type universal
joints at each end, transmits the drive to the silent spiral bevel final reduction gears and
differential in the rear axle. The axle shafts are of the three-quarter floating type.

Four-wheel Brakes. Fully compensated internal-expanding four-wheel brakes of the
Lockheed hydraulic type are operated by the foot pedal. They provide safe and sure braking
under all conditions with the minimum of physical effort. They have no bearings to wear or
require lubrication. The centrally disposed horizontal hand brake lever operates on the rear
wheels by independent mechanism and is provided with instantaneous adjustment from the
driver's seat.

Steering. The steering gear is of the Bishop cam type, which provides extremely light opera-
tion and accuracy of control. The steering gear is commendably free from the transmission
of road shocks to the steering wheel.

Controls. The accelerator is situated on the extreme right and the brake pedal and clutch
pedal are positioned to provide ample clearance between the clutch pedal and the gear lever
turret.

Suspension. Long semi-elliptic springs are fitted front and rear and are controlled by
Armstrong hydraulic shock absorbers with improved automatic cold weather regulation.

Wheels. Five detachable Magna wire wheels fitted with 5.00-19 Dunlop cord tyres are
provided.

Tool Kit. A kit of tools is provided with every car and conveniently housed in a toolbox in
the steel dash under the bonnet.

MORRIS FIFTEEN SqX
General. The design consists of a six-cylinder water-cooled engine with single-plate cork
insert clutch and four-speed synchromesh gearbox built in unit construction. This power
unit is carried by a resilient equipoise mounting in a sturdy downswept frame with generous
stiffeners of " X " formation, giving a particularly low centre of gravity. The frame is
supported front and rear on long semi-elliptic springs. The track is 4 ft. 4 in. (1.32 m.) and
the wheelbase 8 ft. 10 in. (2.69 m.).

Engine. The six-cylinder engine has a bore of 63.5 mm. (2.15 in.), a stroke of 102 mm.
(4.01 in.) and a cubic capacity of 1938 c.c. (121 cu. in.). Treasury rating 15 h.p. Tax £15 (1935
Tax fl I 5s.). The cylinders are cast in one with the upper portion of the crankcase, which is
extended well below the crankshaft centre and liberally reinforced with internal webs, pro-
ducing a deep girder structure of unusual strength. A four-bearing crankshaft, with the
maximum possible bearing areas, is fitted, and all crankshafts are balanced to extremely fine
li mits. The main and big-end bearings are of the full-ring shim-less type and white-metal
li ned. The connecting rods are of steel and individually balanced to a high degree of accuracy.
The aluminium pistons possess four rings and are closely matched for weight. The complete
assemblies of pistons and connecting rods are in addition equalised in weight to within .2 oz.
(best aero engine practice). The side-by-side valves are operated by adjustable tappets mounted
in two detachable guide units which can be removed without disturbing any other components.
The tappets are actuated by a large diameter three-bearing camshaft, driven by a duplex roller
chain from the crankshaft, which also drives the dynamo and water pump. The induction pipe
and exhaust manifold are an integral casting with adequate hot spots to ensure good carburation.
An important feature of the induction system is the combined air cleaner and preheater which
also consumes all engine fumes from the crankcase breathers and prevents any undesirable
gases entering the car.

Synchromesh Gearbox. The gearbox is provided with synchromesh mechanism with inter-
ceptor for top and third gears, which are, in addition, of the constant mesh silent type. Gear
selection is by centrally disposed lever. The gearbox is provided with an accessible filling
orifice and a dipstick level indicator, enabling lubrication attention to be given without dis-
turbing the floorboards.

Lubrication. A spur gear pump submerged in the oil sump and driven from the camshaft
by helical gearing supplies the oil for the full forced feed oiling circuit. The oil is thoroughly
filtered before circulation by a large tray type gauze filter covering the whole area of the
sump. The oil is pressure fed to the main and big-end bearings and to the camshaft bearings.
A pressure oil feed is also provided to the clutch and timing chain. Chassis lubrication is by

Enots high-pressure oilgun and accessible nipples.

Cooling System. A centrifugal water pump is mounted in tandem with the dynamo. The
water circulates to the cylinder head, where it passes through three well-positioned ports into
the outlet pipe. The cooling water is constantly maintained at the most effective temperature
by thermostatic control. A generous belt-driven fan also assists the radiator.

Electrical Equipment. The distributor for the coil and battery ignition is driven by helical
gears from the rear end of the dynamo and possesses semi-automatic advance and retard
control. The dynamo is provided with compensated voltage control which automatically
adjusts its output to the requirements of the circuit, and it may be removed without disturbing
the driving chain. The starter motor is of the sliding pinion type. Full five-lamp equipment
is provided, including headlamps with dip and switch mechanism, sidelamps and tail-lamp with
stop light. All switches are accessibly mounted on the instrument panel, with the exception
of the headlight dipping switch and horn button, which are conveniently mounted in the centre
of the steering wheel, and the battery master switch which is close to the driver's seat.
Traffic indicators of the concealed type are fitted.

Carburation. An S.U. automatic piston type carburetter, with controls for mixture strength
and slow running operated from the facia board, supplies the working mixture.

Transmission. The single-plate clutch has cork inserts in the driven plate, which has a
cushioned hub, and is automatically fed with oil from the engine. A balanced tubular Spicer
propeller shaft with Spicer needle type universal joints at each end transmits the drive to
the silent spiral bevel final reduction gears and differential. The axle shafts are of the
three-quarter floating type.

Four-wheel Brakes. The foot brake operates internally-expanding shoes on all four wheels
by the Lockheed hydraulic system, which ensures complete compensation and certain braking
under all conditions. There are no bearings to wear or need lubrication. The centrally dis-
posed horizontal hand brake lever operates on the rear wheels by independent mechanism,
and is provided with instantaneous adjustment from the driver's seat.

Petrol Tank. The petrol tank is mounted at the rear of the chassis and has a capacity of 10
gallons (45 litres). Its contents are indicated to the driver by an electrically-operated dial
gauge on the instrument panel. The petrol is fed to the carburetter by an S.U. automatic
electric petrol pump.

Steering. The steering gear is of the Bishop cam type and combines exceptional lightness
of steering with accuracy of control. The steering is particularly free from the transmission
of road shocks to the steering wheel.

Controls. The accelerator pedal is situated at the extreme right, and ample room is provided
between the clutch pedal and the gear lever turret.

Suspension. Long semi-elliptic springs front and rear, effectively controlled by Armstrong
hydraulic shock absorbers with improved automatic cold weather regulation, provide
particularly comfortable suspension.

Wheels. Five detachable Magna type wire wheels with 5.00-19 Dunlop cord tyres are
provided.

Tool Kit. A kit of tools is supplied with every car and conveniently housed in a toolbox
in the steel dash under the bonnet.
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THE MORRIS OXFORD
SIXTEEN AND 7 VENTY

General. The design consists of a six-cylinder water-cooled engine with a cork-insert single-
plate clutch with Bendix automatic control and a synchromesh four-speed gearbox with free
wheel built in unit construction. This power unit is mounted in a frame of improved design,
to which are attached, by long semi-elliptic springs fore and aft, axles providing a wheelbase
of 9 ft. 6 in. (2.896 m.) and a track of 4 ft. 8 in. (1.422 m.).

Engine. The six-cylinder Sixteen engine has a bore of 65.5 mm. (2.58 in.), a stroke of 102 mm.
(4.01 in.), and a cubic capacity of 2062 c.c. (125.84 cu. in.), with a Treasury rating of 16 h.p.
and a Tax of £16 (1935 Tax £12).
The six-cylinder Twenty engine has a bore of 73 mm. (2.87 in.), a stroke of 102 mm. (4.01 in.),
and a cubic capacity of 2561 c.c. (156.28 cu. in.), with a Treasury rating of 20 h.p. and a Tax of
£20 (1935 Tax £15).
In both engines the cylinders are cast en bloc with the skirt of the crankcase, which is extended
well below the crankshaft centre and liberally reinforced with internal webs, producing a deep
girder structure of tremendous strength. The crankshaft is of the four-bearing type, with
bearings of the largest possible dimensions. Every crankshaft is balanced both statically and
dynamically to very fine limits. The main bearings and big-end bearings are of the full-ring
shim-less type. The steel connecting rods and four-ring aluminium pistons are individually
balanced, and the complete assemblies of rods and pistons are equalised in weight to within
.2 oz. (best aero engine practice). Side-by-side valves are fitted and operate in combustion
spaces that are completely machined to ensure equality of compression and reduction of carbon
deposits. The valves are operated by a camshaft of large diameter running in four generous
bearings and driven by a duplex roller chain from the crankshaft, which also serves to drive
the dynamo. The tappet guides are mounted in three units which can be removed completely
without interfering with any other component. The induction pipe and exhaust manifold
are cast integral and provided with adequate hot spots. An important feature of the induction
system is the combined air preheater cover and cleaner, which also collects and consumes
all fumes discharged from the crankcase breathers.

The Synchromesh Gearbox and Free Wheel. The four-speed gearbox is provided with
synchromesh mechanism with interceptor for the selection of top and third gears, which are
of the constant mesh silent type. Gear selection is by centrally disposed lever. Gear changing
is rendered completely simple by the addition of a free wheel device which can be locked when
desired by a control on the facia board.

The Bendix Automatic Clutch Control. This device reduces driving to an operation of
the utmost simplicity. It enables all driving to be carried out by simple actuation of the
accelerator pedal without touching the clutch pedal, and in conjunction with the free wheel
renders gear changing absolutely quiet and foolproof. When desired it can immediately be
placed out of action and the car is then driven in the normal way.

Lubrication. A spur gear pump mounted externally on the side of the crankcase and driven
from the camshaft by a diagonal shaft supplies oil for a full forced feed oiling circuit. The oil
passes through a large and efficient filter covering the greater part of the sump before entering
into circulation and is also filtered by a large external filter after passing the pump. Chassis
lubrication is effected by an Enots high-pressure oilgun and accessible nipples.

Cooling System. A centrifugal pump driven from the rear of the fan spindle circulates the
cooling water. It is passed from the cylinder head through three carefully positioned ports
which ensure even temperature distribution. The water is maintained at the most effective
temperature by thermostatic control and the radiator is fan assisted.

Electrical Equipment. The distributor for the coil and battery ignition is driven from the
upper end of the diagonal oil pump drive. It is provided with fully-automatic advance and
retard control. The dynamo is readily detachable without disturbing the timing chain and is
provided with compensated voltage control which automatically adjusts its output to the
requirements of the circuit. The starter motor is of the sliding pinion type. Full five-lamp
equipment is provided, including dipping headlights, sidelights, fog lamp, automatic stop and
reverse lights. The lighting switch together with the Trafficator switch and horn push are

mounted in the centre of the steering wheel. Included is an electric windscreen wiper with
twin blades, concealed traffic indicators with automatic release switch, and battery master
switch.

Carburation. An S.U. carburetter, with automatic thermostatic control over mixture
strength, supplies the working mixture.

Petrol Tank. The petrol tank is mounted at the rear of the chassis and has a capacity of 14
gallons (63k litres). Its contents are indicated to the driver by an electrically-operated dial
gauge on the instrument panel. The petrol feed to the carburetter is provided by an S.U.
automatic electric petrol pump.

Transmission. A clutch of the cushioned hub single-plate type having cork inserts in the
driven plate, automatically fed with oil from the crankcase, ensures smoothness of action, and
requires the minimum of attention. A balanced tubular propeller shaft with Spicer needle
type universal joints at each end transmits the drive to the spiral bevel final drive gears and
differential in the rear axle. The axle shafts are of the three-quarter floating type.

Four-wheel Brakes. Fully compensated four-wheel brakes of the Lockheed hydraulic type
ensure the maximum of braking efficiency. Their certainty and efficiency of action is main-
tained under all conditions, since lost motion or loss of leverage, due to wear, is entirely
eliminated. The brakes have steel shoes operating in special cast drums and are silent in
action. The centrally disposed horizontal hand brake lever operates on the rear wheels
through independent mechanism, and is provided with instantaneous adjustment from the
driver's seat.

Steering. The steering gear is of the Bishop cam type, providing extremely light and safe
operation.

Controls. The accelerator pedal is situated at the extreme right, and ample room is provided
between the clutch pedal and the gear lever turret.

Suspension. The long semi-elliptic springs front and rear are effectively controlled by shock
absorbers of the Luvax double-acting hydraulic type.

Wheels. Five detachable Magna type wire wheels with 5.50-17 Dunlop cord tyres are
fitted.

Tool Kit. A kit of tools is provided with every car. These are housed in an accessible toolbox.

HE MORRIS ISIS '6H-IFEN
General. The Morris Eighteen consists of an overhead-valve six-cylinder water-cooled
engine with a totally-enclosed clutch, synchromesh four-speed gearbox and free wheel built
in unit construction. The power unit is supported in a deep-sectioned frame with generous
stiffening member of " X " formation. Long semi-elliptic springs, controlled by hydraulic
shock absorbers, carry the front and rear axles. The track is 4 ft. 8 in. (1.422 m.) and the
wheelbase 10 ft. 0 in. (3.048 m.).

Engine. The six-cylinder engine has a bore of 69 mm. (2.72 in.), a stroke of 110 mm. (4.33 in.)
and a cubic capacity of 2468 c.c. (150.61 cu. in.), a Treasury rating of 17.7 h.p. and a tax of El 8
(1935 Tax £13 10s.). The six cylinders are cast en bloc with the upper half of the crankcase,
which extends well below the crankshaft centre and is reinforced by unusually generous cross
members of box formation, producing a deep girder structure of particular strength. The
crankshaft is carried on four bearings of the largest possible dimensions and is machined all
over to ensure a high degree of balance. It is finally balanced to extremely close limits and is
provided with a torsional vibration damper. An overhead camshaft of large diameter operates
inclined valves through light, but strong, rocker mechanism. The combustion chambers are
machined all over to ensure uniformity of compression and the minimum of carbon deposit.
The camshaft is driven by a duplex roller chain, automatically tensioned by a patented device
which facilitates dismantling. The camshaft chain drives two auxiliary shafts from which are
driven the oil pump, distributor, dynamo, water impeller and fan. Special provision has been
made in the detachable head to permit of its removal for decarbonising without disturbing
the timing or necessitating removal of the chain or even its readjustment. The steel connecting
rods of " I " section, machined all over, are individually and collectively balanced, while the
big-end bearings are of the full-ring type with white-metal linings in heavy bronze shells. The
pistons are of aluminium with three narrow rings. The reciprocating assemblies are balanced
as units to within .2 oz. (best aero engine practice).
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The Synchromesh Gearbox and Free Wheel. The four-speed gearbox is provided with
synchromesh mechanism with interceptor for the engagement of top and third gears, which
are of the constant mesh silent type. Gear selection is by centrally disposed lever. Gear
changing is rendered completely simple by the addition of a free wheel device which can be
locked when desired.

The Automatic Clutch Control. Bendix automatic clutch control is provided. The car
can be driven entirely by simple actuation of the accelerator pedal and gear lever without
manual clutch operation. The automatic clutch control is brought into operation by a con-
veniently placed control.

Lubrication. Full forced feed lubrication is provided by a pump of the spur gear type, mounted
externally and carried well below the oil level so that it is self-priming. Oil is fed under full
pressure to all important bearings, and oil cleanliness is assured by a tray pattern filter of
exceptional dimensions.

Cooling System. A water pump driven from the dynamo shaft circulates the cooling water.
The cooling water is maintained at its most effective temperature by automatically-operated
radiator shutters, while radiation under extreme conditions is assisted by an efficient fan.
Carburation. The working mixture is supplied by an S.U. carburetter feeding into an
induction pipe cast integral with the cylinder head. The carburetter is fitted with adequate
control over the mixture strength. An air-preheating and cleaning cover is fitted to the head,
which consumes all crankcase fumes and prevents them from entering the body of the car.

Electrical Equipment. Ignition is by battery and coil with the automatically controlled
distributor mounted vertically at cylinder head level. The dynamo is carried well up on the
side of the engine, where it is readily accessible. The starter motor is of the sliding pinion
type and provided with Startix automatic switch. Lucas Biflex headlamps with dipping
reflectors, sidelamps and stop and reverse lamp are standard equipment, while all lighting and
dynamo switches, together with the ignition, slow-running adjustment for the throttle, and
dipping headlamp mechanism are mounted in the centre of the steering wheel. Included is
an electric windscreen wiper with twin blades, concealed traffic indicators with automatic
release switch, and master battery switch.

Transmission. The clutch is of the single-plate type with cork inserts running in oil. Its
action is light, smooth and certain under all conditions, and its lubrication is automatic. A
Spicer balanced tubular propeller shaft, with Spicer universal joints at either end, transmits
the drive to the spiral bevel final drive gears, which are differential equipped. The axles are
of the three-quarter floating type.

Four-wheel Brakes. Fully compensated four-wheel brakes of the Lockheed hydraulic
pattern are fitted. Maximum braking efficiency is maintained at all times, there being no lost
motion or loss of leverage. A powerful hand brake operating on the rear wheels is also fitted.

Steering. The steering gear is of the Bishop cam type, extremely light and certain in operation.

Petrol Tank. A petrol tank of 17 gallons (77 litres) capacity is carried at the rear, and is
provided with an efficient pebble guard. Indication of its contents is given by an electric gauge
with instrument panel dial. Petrol is fed to the carburetter by an S.U. automatic electric
petrol pump.

Wheels. Five detachable Magna type wire wheels with 5.50-19 Dunlop cord tyres are
provided.

Tool Kit. A kit of tools is provided with every car, housed in an accessible toolbox.

Ti iE 1-1ORRIS TWENTY-FIVE
General. The design consists of a six-cylinder water-cooled engine built in unit construction
with a totally-enclosed single-plate clutch with cork inserts and a synchromesh four-speed
gearbox with free wheel. This power unit is mounted in a frame of deep section with a
generous stiffening member of " X " formation. Long semi-elliptic springs, effectively con-
trolled by double-acting hydraulic shock absorbers, carry the front and rear axles, which
possess a track of 4 ft. 8 in. (1.422 m.) and a wheelbase of 10 ft. 0 in. (3.048 m.).

Engine. The six-cylinder engine has a bore of 82 mm. (3.28 in.), a stroke of 110 mm. (4.3 in.),
and a cubic capacity of 3486 c.c. (212.7 cu. in.) with a Treasury rating of 25 h.p. and a tax of E25
(1935 Tax £18 15s.). The cylinders are cast in one with the skirt of the crankcase, which is
extended well below the crankshaft centre and liberally reinforced with internal webs,

producing a deep girder structure of tremendous strength. The crankshaft is of the four-
bearing type, with bearings of the largest possible dimensions. The crankshaft is balanced
both statically and dynamically to very fine limits, and is fitted with a torsion vibration damper.
The steel connecting rods and four-ring aluminium pistons are individually balanced, and the
complete assemblies of rods and pistons are equalised in weight to within .2 oz. (best aero
engine practice). Side-by-side valves are fitted and operate in conjunction with a detachable
head of advanced design. The valves are operated by a camshaft of large diameter, driven by a
duplex roller chain from the crankshaft, which also serves to drive the dynamo.

The tappet guides are mounted in three units which can be removed completely. The
induction pipe and exhaust manifold are cast integral, and provided with adequate hot spots.
An important feature of the induction system is the combined air cleaner and preheating cover,
which also collects and consumes all fumes discharged from the crankcase breathers.

The Synchromesh Gearbox and Free Wheel. The easy-change four-speed gearbox is
provided with synchromesh mechanism with interceptor for the engagement of top and third
gears, which are of the constant mesh silent type. Gear selection is by centrally disposed
lever. Gear changing is rendered a completely simple operation by the addition of a free wheel
device which can be locked when desired.

The Automatic Clutch Control. Bendix automatic clutch control is provided. The car
can therefore be driven entirely by simple actuation of the accelerator pedal and gear lever
without manual clutch operation. The automatic clutch control is brought into operation
by a conveniently placed control.

Lubrication. A spur gear pump mounted on the side of the crankcase and driven from the
camshaft by a diagonal shaft supplies oil for a full forced feed oiling circuit. The oil passes
through a large and efficient filter covering the greater part of the sump before entering into
circulation. Chassis lubrication is by Enots high-pressure oilgun and accessible nipples.

Cooling System. A centrifugal pump driven from the rear of the fan spindle circulates the
cooling water. It is passed from the cylinder head through three carefully positioned ports
which ensure even temperature distribution. The water is maintained at the most effective
temperature by automatically operated radiator shutters, and the radiator is fan assisted.

Electrical Equipment. The distributor for the ignition is driven from the upper end of the
diagonal oil pump drive and is positioned where it is easily accessible. It is provided with
automatic advance control. The dynamo is readily detachable without disturbing the timing
chain. The starter motor is of the sliding pinion type. It is automatically operated by a Lucas
Startix switch. Full five-lamp equipment is provided, including dipping headlights, sidelights,
stop and reverse light. All lighting and dynamo switches, together with the ignition and
slow-running adjustment for the throttle, and horn push, are mounted in the centre of the
steering wheel. Included is an electric windscreen wiper with twin blades and concealed traffic
indicators with automatic release switch. A battery master switch is provided near the driver's
seat.

Carburation. An S.U. carburetter, with control over mixture strength operated from the
steering column, supplies the working mixture.

Petrol Tank. The petrol tank is mounted at the rear of the chassis and has a capacity of
17 gallons (77 litres). Its contents are indicated to the driver by an electrically-operated dial
gauge on the instrument panel. The petrol feed to the carburetter is provided by Autovac.

Transmission. A clutch of the single-plate type having cork inserts in the driven plate,
automatically fed with oil from the crankcase, ensures smoothness of action and requires the
minimum of attention. A balanced tubular Spicer propeller shaft with Spicer universal joints
at each end transmits the drive to the silent spiral bevel final drive gears and differential in
the rear axle. The axle shafts are of the three-quarter floating type.

Four-wheel Brakes. Fully-compensated four-wheel brakes of the Lockheed hydraulic type
ensure the maximum of braking efficiency. Their certainty and efficiency of action is main-
tained under all conditions, since lost motion or loss of leverage, due to wear, is entirely
eliminated. The hand brake operates on the rear wheels through independent mechanism.

Suspension. The long semi-elliptic springs front and rear are effectively controlled by
hydraulic shock absorbers of the double-acting hydraulic type.

Wheels. Six detachable Magna type wire wheels with 6.00-19 Dunlop cord tyres are
provided.

Tool Kit. A kit of tools is provided with every car. These are housed in an accessible toolbox.
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GENERAL DATA
Morris
Eight

Morris
Ten Four

Morris
Ten Six

Morris
Twelve Four

Morris
Fifteen Six

Morris Oxford
Sixteen Six

Morris Oxford
Twenty Six

Morris Isis
Eighteen Six

Morris
Twenty-five

Number of Cylinders ... Four Four Six Four Six Six Six Six Six

Bore ... ... ... ... 2.24 in. 2.5 in. 2.24 in. 2.73 in. 2.5 in. 2.58 in. 2.87 in. 2.72 in. 3.23 in.

(57 mm.) (63.5 mm.) (57 mm.) (69.5 mm.) (63.5 mm.) (65.5 mm.) (73 mm.) (69 mm.) (82 mm.)

Stroke ... ... ... ... 3.54 in. 4.01 in. 3.54 in. 4.01 in. 4.01 in. 4.01 in. 4.01 in. 4.33 in. 4.33 in.

(90 mm.) (102 mm.) (90 mm.) (102 mm.) (102 mm.) (102 mm.) (102 mm.) (110 mm.) (110 mm.)

Cubic Capacity ... ... 56 Cu. in. 78.84 Cu. in. 84.1 Cu. in. 94.59 Cu. in. 117.27 cu. in. 125.84 cu. in. 156.28 cu. in. 150.61 Cu. in. 209.5 Cu. in.

(918 c.c.) (1292 c.c.) (1378 c.c.) (1550 c.c.) (1938 c.c.) (2062 c.c.) (2561 c.c.) (2468 c.c.) (3485 c.c.)

Valve Position ... ... Side Side Side Side Side Side Side Overhead Side

R.A.C. Rating ... ... ... 8.05 10 12 11.9 15 16 20 17.7 25

Tax ... ... ... ... £8 £10 £12 £12 £15 £16 £20 £18 £25

(1935 £6) (19357 10s.) (1935 £9) (1935 £9) (1935 £11 5s.) (1935 £12) (1935 £15) (1935 £13 10s.) (1935 £18 15s.)

Number of Gears ... ... Three and Rev. Four and Rev. Four and Rev. Four and Rev. Four and Rev. Four and Rev. Four and Rev. Four and Rev. Four and Rev.

Gear Ratios First 17.13 20.88 22.2 20.88 20.88 21.08 21.08 19.6 18.56

Second 9.729 12.32 13.09 12.32 11.9 12.0 12.0 11.17 10.458

Third 5.375 7.986 8.49 7.976 7.75 7.79 7.79 7.252 6.586

Fourth - 5.22 5.55 5.22 5.22 5.27 5.27 4.9 4.45

Reverse ... 22.84 26.845 28.54 26.845 26.1 26.35 26.35 24.5 23.85

Clutch ... ... ... ... Single dry Single plate Single plate Single plate Single plate Single plate Single plate Single plate Single plate

plate (cork inserts) (cork inserts) (cork inserts) (cork inserts) (cork inserts) (cork inserts) (cork inserts) (cork inserts)

Steering Gear ... ... Bishop cam Bishop cam Bishop cam Bishop cam Bishop cam Bishop cam Bishop cam Bishop cam Bishop cam

Turning Circle ... ... 37 ft. 38 ft. I in. 40 ft. 6 in. 40 ft. 10 in. 42 ft. 0 in. 45 ft. 4 in. 45 ft. 4 in. 49 ft. 3 in. 48 ft. 8 in.

(11.28 m.) (11.6 m.) (12.34 m.) (12.45 m.) (12.8 m.) (13.8 m.) (13.8 m.) (15 m.) (14.8 m.)

Wheel Type ... ... ... Magna Wire Magna Wire Magna Wire Magna Wire Magna Wire Magna Wire Magna Wire Magna Wire Magna Wire

Wheel Size ... ... ... 2.5x 17 3.Ox 18 3.0x 18 3x 19 3x 19 3.25x 17 3.25x 17 3.25x 19 3.75x 19

Tyre Size ... ... ... 4.50-17 4.75-18 4.75-18 5.0-19 5.0-19 5.5-17 5.5-17 5.50-19 6.00-19

Wheelbase ... ... ... 7 ft. 6 in. 8 ft. 0 in. 8 ft. 6 in. 8 ft. 6 in. 8 ft. 10 in. 9 ft. 6 in. 9 ft. 6 in. 10 ft. 0 in. 10 ft. 0 in.

(2.29 m.) (2.435 m.) (2.59 m.) (2.59 m.) (2.692 m.) (2.896 m.) (2.896 m.) (3.048 m.) (3.048 m.)

Track ... ... ...... 3 ft. 9 in. 4 ft. 0 in. 4 ft. 0 in. 4 ft. 0 in. 4 ft. 4 in. 4 ft. 8 in. 4 ft. 8 in. 4 ft. 8 in. 4 ft. 8 in.

(1.14 m.) (1.219 m.) (1.219 m.) (1.219 m.) (1.321 m.) (1.422 m.) (1.422 m.) (1.422 m.) (1.422 m.)

F.W.B. Brake Actuation ... Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic

Hand Brake Actuation ... On rear wheels On rear wheels On rear wheels On rear wheels On rear wheels On rear wheels On rear wheels On rear wheels On rear wheels

Brake-drum Diameter ... 8 in. 10 in. 10 in. 10 in. IO in. 12 in. 12 in. 14 in. 14 in.

(203 mm.) (254 mm.) (254 mm.) (254 mm.) (254 mm.) (305 mm.) (305 mm.) (356 mm.) (356 mm.)

Ignition .. . ... Coil Coil Coil Coil Coil Coil Coil Coil Coil

Final Drive Spiral Bevel Spiral Bevel Spiral Bevel Spiral Bevel Spiral Bevel Spiral Bevel Spiral Bevel Spiral Bevel Spiral Bevel

Front Springs ... ... ... Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic

Rear Springs ... ... ... Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic Half Elliptic

Shock Absorbers ... ... Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic Hydraulic

Tank Capacity ... ... 5j gallons 6+ gallons 6# gallons 7+ gallons 10 gallons 14 gallons 14 gallons 17 gallons 17 gallons

(25 litres) (291 litres) (291 litres) (34 litres) (45 litres) (63J litres) (63k litres) (77 litres) (77 litres)

Petrol Feed S.U. Electric S.U. Electric S.U. Electric S.U. Electric S.U. Electric S.U. Electric S.U. Electric S.U. Electric Autovac

Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump

1
Pump Pump
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orris Chassis ....
For the convenience of those who wish to have

their cars fitted with special coachwork to suit

their individual requirements, Morris chassis are

obtainable separately. These chassis are excep-

tionally well equipped and include such items as

wings, running-boards, headlamps, instruments,

spare wheel and complete tool kit ; in short, they

are all ready for the coachwork.

MORRIS EIGHT CHASSIS
General specification as on page 30. The chassis equipment
includes : Dash, scuttle frame front member with bonnet
rest fitted, splasher, pedal rubbers, headlamps, sidelamps,
dimming switch, tail-lamp, battery, front and rear wings
(enamelled), bonnet ledge, front and rear number-plates,
speedometer, oil gauge, electric petrol gauge, ammeter, electric
horn, kit of tools, spare wheel and tyre, hydraulic shock
absorbers front and rear, bumpers front and rear, bonnet fitted
to chassis complete with fasteners, running-boards covered.

Price £95 ex Works

MORRIS TEN CHASSIS
General specifications as on page 31. The chassis equipment
includes : Steel dash, scuttle rim, clock, speedometer, electric
petrol gauge, splashers, pedal rubbers, front wings, stays and
rear wings (enamelled), headlamps with dipping mechanism,
sidelamps, rear lamp with stop light, batteries, front and rear
bumpers, front and rear number-plates, oil gauge, ammeter,
electric horn, kit of tools, spare wheel and tyre, calormeter
with wings, hydraulic shock absorbers front and rear, bonnet
fitted to chassis complete with fasteners, running-boards
covered and beaded.

Price Morris
Morris Ten Six £144 10s. Ten Four £130 ex Works

MORRIS TWELVE FOUR CHASSIS
General chassis specification as on page 32. The chassis
equipment includes :—Steel dash, scuttle rim, clock, speedo-
meter, electric petrol gauge, splashers, pedal rubbers, front
wings, stays and rear wings (enamelled), headlamps with

dipping mechanism, sidelamps, rear lamp with stop lamp,
batteries, front and rear bumpers, front and rear number-
plates, oil gauge, ammeter, electric horn, kit of tools, spare
wheel and tyre, calormeter with wings, hydraulic shock
absorbers front and rear, bonnet fitted to chassis complete
with fasteners, running-boards covered and beaded.

Price £130 ex Works

MORRIS FIFTEEN CHASSIS
General chassis specification as on page 33. The chassis
equipment includes :—Steel dash, scuttle rim, clock, speedo-
meter, electric petrol gauge, splashers, pedal rubbers, front
wings, stays and rear wings (enamelled), headlamps with
dipping mechanism, sidelamps, rear lamp with stop lamp,
batteries, front and rear bumpers, front and rear number-
plates, oil gauge, ammeter, electric horn, kit of tools, spare
wheel and tyre, calormeter with wings, hydraulic shock
absorbers front and rear, bonnet fitted to chassis complete
with fasteners, running-boards covered and beaded.

Price £162 10s. ex Works

MORRIS OXFORD SIXTEEN AND TWENTY
CHASSIS
General specification as on page 34. The chassis equipment
includes : Steel dash, scuttle frame front member with rubber
bonnet rest fitted, dumb-iron masks, splasher, clutch and brake
pedal rubbers, clock, speedometer, dash-reading electric petrol
gauge, rear lamp with stop and reverse light, headlamps with
dipping mechanism, sidelamps, battery, front wings, stays and
rear wings (enamelled), front and rear bumpers, front and
rear number-plates, oil gauge, ammeter, electric horn, full kit of

tools, spare wheel and tyre, calormeter with wings, hydraulic
shock absorbers front and rear, bonnet fitted to chassis complete
with fasteners, running-boards covered and beaded.

Price £195 ex Works

MORRIS ISIS EIGHTEEN CHASSIS
General specification as on page 34. The chassis equipment
includes : Steel dash, scuttle frame front member with rubber
bonnet rest fitted, dumb-iron masks, splasher, pedal rubbers,
clock, speedometer, dash-reading electric petrol gauge, rear
lamp with stop and reverse light, headlamps with dipping
mechanism, sidelamps, battery, front wings, stays and rear
wings (enamelled), bumpers front and rear, front and rear
number-plates, oil gauge, ammeter, electric horn, full kit of
tools, spare wheel and tyre, calormeter with wings, hydraulic
shock absorbers front and rear, bonnet fitted to chassis com-
plete with fasteners, running-boards covered and beaded.

Price £260 ex Works

MORRIS TWENTY-FIVE CHASSIS
General specification as on page 35. The chassis equipment
includes : Steel dash, scuttle frame front member with rubber
bonnet rest fitted, dumb-iron masks, splasher, pedal rubbers,
clock, speedometer, dash-reading electric petrol gauge, rear
lamp with stop and reverse light, headlamps with dipping
mechanism, sidelamps, battery, front wings, stays and rear
wings (enamelled), bumpers front and rear, front and rear
number-plates, oil gauge, ammeter, electric horn, full kit of
tools, two spare wheels and tyres, calormeter with wings,
hydraulic shock absorbers front and rear, bonnet fitted to chassis
complete with fasteners, running-boards covered and beaded.

Price £295 ex Works

Purchasers of Morris chassis are requested carefully to note paragraph 3(f) of Guarantee. No variation in the above chassis specifications can be made.
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Wherever you see this sign
you can be sure to obtain
Morris Service—The best
Service in the World.

Service
as Morris see /1..

Morris Service is as thoroughly specialised as the car production. Morris Motors Limited retain their interest

in their cars after they are sold and want to know that you are obtaining the utmost satisfaction and pleasure

from their products. The vast Morris Dealer organisation is always at your service, and wherever you may be

you can be assured of obtaining the help of proficient Morris specialists when in trouble.

During the early life of the car, soon after it has completed 500 miles, you are entitled to have it inspected, free

of charge, by the Morris Dealer from whom you purchased it. This attention given during the critical period

in the life of the car makes all the difference to its subsequent life and performance. This service includes :-

Draining the engine sump, gearbox and rear axle, and refilling.

Oiling and greasing the car throughout.

Checking and (if necessary) correcting the ignition timing and tappet clearances.

Checking and (if necessary) correcting the carburetter setting.

Checking the fluid level in the Lockheed brake supply tank and adjusting the shoes.

Looking over and tightening all nuts, particularly those on spring clips, body and hub studs.

Tightening cylinder head stud nuts.

Adjusting dynamo drive belt on models so fitted.

Checking and (if necessary) correcting the clutch pedal setting.

Checking and (if necessary) correcting adjustment of Bendix clutch control on models so fitted.

Topping-up the battery.

All this first service is free, only material used being charged for.

Morris Service does not stop here.  Morris Motors Limited issue a list of standardised repair charges covering

the labour charges for the more usual kind of repairs or overhaul. Thus you can always tell in a few moments

exactly what your upkeep costs will be and there need never be any unpleasant disputes concerning the bill

presented.

• •
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PURCHASE OUT OF INCOME
Balance after

deducting Deposit
12

Instalments of
or 18

Instalments of
or 24

Instalments of

L

S

s. .
L s. d.
- 8 104

L s. d.
- 6 li

£ s. d.
- 4 9

6 - 0 7f - 7 44 - 5 84
7 - 2 5 - 8 7 - 6 74
8 - 4 2 - 9 9 4 - 7 7
9 - 5 11

f

4 - 11 0 - 8 644
10 - 7 9 - 12 3 - 9 6
20 I 5 6 1 4 6 - 19 0
30 2 3 3 1 16 9 1 8 6
40 3 I 0 2 9 0 1 18 0
50 4 8 9 3 I 3 2 7 6
60 5 6 6 3 13 6 2 17 0
70 6 4 3 4 5 9 3 6 6
80 7 2 0 4 18 0 3 16 0
90 7 19 9 5 10 3 4 5 6

100 8 17 6 6 2 6 4 15 0
200 17 IS 0 12 5 0 9 10 0
300 26 12 6 18 7 6 14 5 0

The instalments shown include all interest charges. All business carried out on the Morris Hire
Purchase Plan is treated as confidential, and is arranged throughout with utmost discretion

There are a hundred and one reasons why a motorist may prefer to buy his car out of income rather
than pay cash for it. For many the practice is undoubtedly a convenience and obviates the necessity
of realising capital. On the other hand the motorist wants to feel that the transaction is on an
unquestionably sound basis, and is free from troublesome formalities and delays. Therefore Morris
Motors Ltd. have selected the United Dominions Trust Ltd. to act as their bankers for hire-purchase
work. All Authorised Morris Distributors and Dealers co-operate in this scheme, and you can
avail yourself of it locally, wherever you live. The terms are perfectly straightforward and are
applicable to any model. You pay a reasonable deposit, preferably not less than a quarter of the
total sum. The remainder is then payable in instalments over 12, 18 or 24 months, as you choose.
Quarterly instalments can also be arranged.

As an example, supposing that you have chosen a model at E130. You pay a first deposit of, say,
£35. The outstanding balance is now £95. If you are paying this off over 12 monthly instalments
the sum payable each month would be exactly £8 8s. 71d. This is inclusive of all interest charges.

When you have fully studied this catalogue and have decided upon the model you prefer, examine
the table opposite and from it you can easily calculate the first deposit and the subsequent monthly
instalments. Remember that this scheme holds good for any model—the Eight at £118 or the
" 25 " at £395. Make up your mind whether you will pay off the balance over 12, 18 or 24 months.
Then go to your nearest Morris Distributor or Dealer and advise him. He will carry out the rest.

STEEL-FRAMED MOTOR HOUSES with red roofs,
for concrete floors only.
TYPES, SIZES AND PRICES

Type Length Width Eaves Height
Door

Opening Width Price

QP 2 ft. 8 in. 6 ft. 5 in. 6 ft. 5 ft. 11 in. 613 10s.
QW 2 ft. 8 in. 8 ft. 5 in. 6 ft. 6 in. 7 ft. 11 in. 616 5s.
QC 4 ft. 8 in. 8 ft. 5 in. 6 ft. 6 in. 7 ft. II in. 617 10s.
HO 6 ft. 9 in. 8 ft. 5 in. 6 ft. 6 in. 7 ft. 11 in. 618 ISs.
QN 6 ft. 9 in. 10 ft. 6 in. 6 ft. 6 in. 10 ft. £21 I5s.
QR 8 ft. 9 in. 10 ft. 6 in. 6 ft. 6 in. 10 ft. £24 Os.

MOTOR HOUSES
Every motorist knows what a nuisance the garage-away-from-home can be, and so Morris Motors

Ltd. supply motor houses of improved design that can be erected anywhere. These motor houses

are economical to buy—in fact they will usually save their cost within a year, and they're particularly

easy to erect this year thanks to their improved construction. You needn't be a carpenter—with

the help of a friend, you can fix up a practical and permanent job during a fine week-end. These

garages are weatherproof, fire-resisting, asbestos-panelled, and well-lighted ; they're pleasing to

look at and they conform with the most involved local by-laws. The steel-framed motor houses

are intended for concrete floors and are fitted with roll-aside doors which can't blow open or shut

and are easily moved, even by a child. The somewhat cheaper wooden frame houses are for concrete

or earth floorings, and have hinged doors. All Morris Dealers can supply, and deferred terms are

arranged as a matter of course.

Full particulars and prices of the wood-framed, van and other types

are given in the Morris Motor House Catalogue which can be obtained

free from any Morris Dealer or direct from Cowley.
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GUARANTEE
I. For a period of SIX MONTHS from the date on which a new Morris Car or Chassis
is delivered to the first owner-user thereof Morris Motors Limited will exchange or
repair any part or parts thereof which needs or need replacement or repair by reason
of defective workmanship or defective material.

The Company will not be responsible for any expense which the purchaser may incur
in removing or having removed or in replacing or having replaced any part or parts
to be sent for inspection or in fitting or having fitted any new parts supplied in lieu
thereof.

2. No claim for exchange or repair can be considered hereunder unless the person
claiming

(a) Returns the part or parts complained of to the Company's Works carriage
paid.

(b) Sends therewith particulars of the chassis number and engine number of
the Car or Chassis in question, as shown on the manufacturer's identification
plate.

(c) Sends also particulars stating the date of the purchase and the name and
address of the person or firm from whom the Car or Chassis was bought.

(d) Refers to this Guarantee.

3. This Guarantee shall not apply to

(a) Any accessories or proprietary fittings whatsoever.

(b) Any Car or Chassis used

(i) As a Hackney Carriage.
(ii) For hiring out.

(iii) For any purpose other than the private or genuine commercial use
of the owner-user.

(c) Any defective part or parts which in the opinion of Morris Motors Limited
has or have been injured by wear and tear or by any form whatsoever of
i mproper use of or from any alteration whatsoever to the Car or Chassis.

(d) Any second-hand Car or part or parts thereof.

(e) Anything whatsoever not both manufactured by and sold by the Company.

(f) Any part or parts of a Chassis to which a body which in the opinion of the
Company is unsuitable has been fitted.

(g) Any vehicle in or to which any part not manufactured or sold by Morris
Motors Limited has been affixed.

4. The liability of Morris Motors Limited is limited to exchange or repair under
Clause I hereof. Every form of liability for every form of consequential loss or damage
is hereby expressly excluded.

S. This Guarantee is given in lieu of and excludes every condition or warranty,
whether statutory or otherwise, whatsoever not herein expressly set out.

TF! MS OF BUSINr7SS
CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE. Purchasers of Morris Cars are hereby informed
that such Cars are sold subject only to the terms of the guarantee and to the general
conditions of sale herein contained, and on the distinct understanding that the vehicle
purchased shall not be exhibited, either directly or indirectly, at any exhibition or show
held in the United Kingdom other than an exhibition or show held or approved by the
SDciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders for the exhibition of motor goods by its Bond
Signers. Any breach of this provision shall render the purchaser liable to indemnify the
Company in respect of their liability to the Society aforesaid to pay such damages not
exceeding £250, as the Committee of the Society aforesaid or its Council on appeal may
award.

The Company reserves the right to alter specifications and/or equipment and/or prices
without prior notice.

PAYMENT. Net cash on_delivery.

DELIVERY. The prices quoted in the Company's catalogue are for delivery at the
Company's Works at Cowley, in the County of Oxford in England, and are strictly net on
the above-mentioned terms.

A delivery charge to be arrived at and calculated on the basis of fourpence per mile in the
case of the Morris Eight model, and sixpence per mile in the case of all other models, for
freightage from the Company's Works to the Depot of the Distributor or Dealer is
authorised. Any time of delivery named in the Company's contracts or correspondence
is absolutely contingent upon war, strikes, riots, lock-outs, trade disputes, accidents, fire,
delay or failure of sub-contractors to complete their contracts, or any other unforeseen
circumstances, and should delivery be delayed in consequence of any of the foregoing
contingencies the Company shall not be responsible for any damages caused by such delay.

SPARE PARTS. The Company endeavours to keep in stock for immediate delivery
a full series of all parts for its vehicles that are liable to wear or to damage by accident.
When ordering spare parts the identification number of the parts should be quoted if
possible (see separate Spare Parts List), but in every case the chassis and engine numbers
of the Car, for which such parts are required, must be given. Full instructions concerning
this matter will be found in the Spare Parts List issued by the Company. The Company
reserves the right at any time co alter as may be considered advantageous or necessary
any part that may be returned.

The Company reserves the right to revise without notice the prices and/or specifications
as set out in this catalogue. Any person, firm or company which the Company styles its
authorised Distributors or Dealers are not authorised to advertise, incur any debts, or to
transact any business whatsoever on behalf of the Company. Nor are they authorised to
give any warranty or to make any representation on behalf of the Company other than
those contained in the Company's guarantee,

The Company reserves the right to hand over orders placed direct with the Company
co authorised Distributors or Dealers in the appropriate territories.

The Company does not undertake the fitting of additional accessories of any kind, nor
will it deviate from its standard specifications of Cars owing to such action interfering with
the general work of its Factory.

Should the Company cease to manufacture a Car of the type or model ordered (whether
the estimated date of delivery has arrived or not) the Company shall be at liberty to return
the deposit paid on the order of the purchaser and declare its contract to be at an end
without any further liability.

All previous catalogues and terms of any previous guarantee are hereby cancelled.

1st September, 1934.

Printed by The Morris-Oxford Press Ltd., Cowley, Oxford. 26010-8/34/400m
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